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� e � nal volume of Curtis Creco’s three-part Blind Vision series, Valor in 
Prosperity asks and answers the question, “Why valor?”  A � erce believer 
in the ideals embodied in the documents of our nation’s founding, 
Mr. Greco brings that passion to bear in his spirited defense and clear 
evocation of capitalism and free markets.  While decrying the direction 
our country is going, Mr. Greco never gives in to despair.  He writes that 
e� ective change must start at the local and state levels of government, and 
warms that elected o�  cials must become accountable to the people whom 
they represent.  Further, the two-party system currently tyrannizing the 
country was never Constitutionally mandated and strongly suggests the 
emergence of a viable third-party, chaotic as the process will certainly be, 
in order to disable the dysfunction of the current political structure.  � e 
many systemic problems in the country have been metastasizing for years, 
notes Greco, but no matter how formidable it seems, each problem can 
be addressed, and each can be resolved.  In the concluding section of the 
book, “A Functional Stimulus,” he provides visionary solutions for the 
daunting challenges our country in now facing: electoral and legislative 
processes, monetary and banking policy, judicial overreach, military 
adventurism, entitlement programs, and the economy.

Valor in Prosperity
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Curtis C. Greco  |  Santa Rosa, California
Curtis Greco, founder of � e Imperfect Messenger Foundation, is an engaging speaker and 
writer covering a variety of topics including kinetic behavioral dynamics and socio-political, 
economic and corporal philosophies. A successful businessman, Curtis has spent 13 years in 
professional public accounting and 20 years in real estate sales, development and � nance. He 
currently resides in Santa Rosa, California with his wife and two children.

Visit us at: www.theimperfectmessenger.com
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“Curtis Greco has done it again.   e third install-
ment in  e Blind Vision Series provides visionary 
solutions for the daunting challenges our nation is 

now facing.  Americans need to join the conversation 
now to propogate badly needed, swi�  reforms.”

—AUSTIN HILL, Columnist, Talk Show Host, 
Author of  � e Virtues of Capitalism: 

A Moral Case for Free Markets

*$26.95, ISBN 978-1-59932-199-8


